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ABSTRACT
 
The filtering problem is studied for a system compo­
sed of an inertial navigation system giving continuous in­
dication of position and velocity, and a radar or some
 
other external device giving continuous or discrete posi­
tional information. After a brief review of the results of
 
the filtering theory using the state variables representa­
tion, an error analysis yields three different mathematical
 
models for the I.N.S., represented by a set of linear diffe­
rential equations that can be written with the state vari­
ables method. From there, the equations for both the conti­
nuous and the discrete filtering schemes are derived, assu­
ming the only error sources are a white noise at the acce­
leration level in the I.N.S. and a white or Gaussian (in
 
the discrete measurement mode) noise in the radar. Functio­
nal relations are obtained between the position and veloci­
ty root mean square errors and the following characteristic
 
quantities: noises in both the I.N.S. and the radar and o­
perating time (time between the measurements) for the dis­
drete filter scheme.
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V 
NOTATIONS
 
Underlined lower or upper case letters are column
 
vectors. For instance x denotes a vector with components:
 
X1 , x2 , ,xn; x' is the transpose of x and is a row
. .... 

vector. Capital letters denote matrices, except for the
 
noises N and R which can be either scalar or matrices. The
 
transpose of the matrix M is denoted N'.
 
Scalars
 
t time 
t- time just before the measurement at tm 
t+ m time just after the measurement at tm 
R earth radius 
earth rate
4ie 

Cx, CyCz misalignment angles of the platform with
 
respect to the navigation frame
 
L latitude
 
1 longitude
 
elements of the matrix Px ; it row, jth column
 
mij continuous filtering compensation terms
 
kij elements of the gain matrix K; ith column, jthrow
 
a, b, c parameters for models 1 and 2 
REX- RMY r.m.s. north and east position errors 
RVX - RVY r.m.s. north and east velocity errors 
OPT or At operating time 
Vectors
 
x 
 state-vector
 
u I.N.S. noise vector
 
v 
 radar noise vector
 
vi
 
output of the linear system
 
m measurement vector
 
E optimum estimate of x
 
f specific force
 
z gravity vector
 
C 
 misalignment angles vector
 
cb angular rate of frame b with respect to frame a

-ab
 
coordinatized in frame c
 
Matrices
 
F system parameters matrix
 
G input distribution matrix
 
H output distribution matrix
 
(D (t,s) state transition matrix from time s to time t
 
I unit matrix
 
Q or N I.N.S. noise power spectral densities matrix
 
R radar noise power spectral densities matrix or co­
variance matrix
 
[PF] performance fdnction
 
[P] velocity computation matrix (page 23)
 
K gain matrix
 
Others
 
p Laplace operator
 
x time derivative of the quantity x
 
c subscript denoting a variable computed by the system
 
n subscript or superscript denoting navigation frame
 
cm platform frame 
i " " inertial frame 
e " " earth frame 
sk superscript denoting a skew-symmetric matrix
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CHAPTER I
 
INTRODUCTION
 
The design of an optimal filter to yield actual posi­
tion and velocity, when given data from an Inertial Naviga­
tion System and radar, depends upon the model chosen to re­
present the I.N.S.
 
The degree of sophistication of the filter must be
 
matched with the accuracy of the available instruments and
 
measurements, and since a short operating time for the reset
 
of tl e I.N.S. lowers the accuracy requirements, this fact
 
must also be considered in designing the filter.
 
We can consider 3 models for the I.N.S.:
 
model I : platform misalignment and cross-coupling between
 
the axes are neglected; so, it is possible to study the two
 
channels separately.
 
model 2 : platform misalignment angles are introduced but
 
the cross-coupling is still neglected.
 
model 3 : finally, both misalignment angles and cross cou­
pling are taken into account; this is theoretically the most
 
accurate filter, but also the most complex one.
 
It will be shown later that the steady state r.m.s.
 
errors do not depend on the model chosen to represent the
 
I.N.S.
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Although the filter cannot work in a continuous way
 
because of the time required for the computations of the
 
varying gains, it may appear useful to study this continuous
 
filtering which is the optimum and may be used as a refe­
rence for choosing the parameters of the discrete filter.
 
As a first approach to this problem, only two error
 
sources will be considered: I.N.S. noise which appears as
 
a white noise at the acceleration level and measurement noi­
se (radar noise) which is also considered as a white noise.
 
These two noises are to be characterized in the following
 
way: the I.N.S.noise by its power spectral density N or Q
 
in all the cases; the measurement noise by R, which is a
 
power spectral density in the continuous process and a co­
variance matrix in the discrete one. This difference will
 
be necessary in part 5-3, in order to relate any discrete
 
process to one particular continuous one.
 
From both the theory and the results of the computa­
tion, functional relations are derived between the noises,
 
the operating time and the 'steady state' r.m.s. position
 
and velocity errors. The final charts 17 through I9 enable
 
one to choose the instruments in order to match the accura­
cy requirements for a given mission.
 
It is to be understood that,whenever the position ra­
dar appears in the text, any other external position infor­
mation can be used instead, including radio-navigation and
 
observation, provided that the noise in this information
 
is a Gaussian white noise.
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Furthermore, only the errors in the optimum estimate 
are to be studied. This means that we shall not study the
 
way this estimate must be generated from both informations.
 
Although some equations as well as some signal flow dia­
grams for this estimator are given in this paper, only the
 
variance equation, yielding the covariance matrix and the
 
errors, is solved.
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CHAPTER 2
 
FILTERING THEORY : PRINCIPAL RESULTS
 
None of the equations'of the filtering theory are de­
rived. Only the principal results that will be used throug­
hout this paper are summarized. Further information about
 
these equations and their derivation can be found in refe­
1 2
 
rences and
 
2.1 State transition method
 
Any linear dynamical system described by a set of or­
dinary differential equations can always be represented by
 
the single equation:
 
x(t) 	= F(t) x(t) + G(t) u(t) (2-1)
 
x(t) 	is the state vector of dimension n , its coordi­
nates xi are the state variables.
 
F(t) 	is the system parameters matrix.
 
G(t) 	is the (n.1) input distribution matrix.
 
u(t) 	is a vector of dimension 1 called control vector.
 
It is assumed that both matrices F(t) and G(t) are continu­
ous functions of time.
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The system is completely described,when the vector
 
output j(t), which can be of any dimension m less than n,
 
is written as a linear combination of the state variables:
 
y(t) = H(t) x(t) (2-2)
 
where H(t) is the (m.n) output distribution matrix.
 
The block diagram of this system is given on figure 1.
 
F(t) represents the dynamics of the system.
 
G(t) " the constraints due to inputs. 
H(t) " the constraints on observing the system 
from outputs.
 
The general solution of this system (see 3 and 4) is:
 
ft 
x(t) = (4(tt o ) x(to ) + (t,s) G(s) u(s) ds (2-3) 
where t(t,s) is the state transition matrix, which is al­
ways nonsingular and obeys the differential equation:
 
cp (to ) F(t) (ts) (2-4) 
with the "initial condition" d (tt)= I (unit matrix). 
2.2 Stochastic linear differential equation
 
When a linear dynamical system is driven by some vec­
tor noise v(t), its state obeys the equation (2-1), namely:
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x~t) = F(t) x(t) + G(t) u(t) (2-5) 
If u(t) is a white noise - i.e. a noise the power
 
spectral density of which is a constant over some bandwidth­
this equation becomes a stochastic linear differential e­
quation and its solution is again
 
x(t) =t(t,to) x(t 0 ) +4(t s) G(s) u(s) ds 
to 
In order to study the statistics of x(t), we define
 
mean of x(t) = mx(t) = E[x(t)] 
covariance matrix of x(t) = Px(t) = E[(t).x'(t)] 
Then, it can be easily found that:
 
Rex(t) = j (tito) _rex(ta) 
Px(t) = t(tt 0 ) Pj(t) P'(t,t 0 ) 
+,"()(t,s)G(s) Q(s) GI(s) (D (t.s) ds 
to (2-6) 
where Q(s) will be called the strength of the white noise
 
and is defined by the relation
 
E[u(t).u' (t+s)] = Q(t) 9 (s) (2-7) 
(s) is a 1-dimension vector delta function such that
 
(s) 0 if s is not 0
 
S4 0 
dIe ds2 &dsT = 1...... (s) 
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2.3 The general filtering theory
 
The message is a random process x(t) generated by a
 
model obeying a stochastic linear differential equation:
 
x(t) = F(t) x(t) + G(t) u(t) (2-8)
 
-The observed signal, or measurement is
 
E(t) = H(t) x(t) + v(t) (2-9) 
where u(t) and v(t) are white noises with zero means and co­
variance matrices
 
Pu(t) = E[j(t) R'(s)] = Q(t) S(t-s)
 
Pv(t) = E[F(t) v'(s)] = R(t) (t-s)
 
and EIR(t) v(t)'] = 0
 
We assume the matrices Q(t) and R(t) are non-negative defi­
nite matrices continuously differentiable.
 
Figure 2 represents the block diagram of this system.
 
The filtering problem is then to determine from the
 
measurement m(t) the best estimate 9(t), best in the sen­
se that it maximizes the conditional probability density
 
function fx/M(a/b) of the state vector x conditioned on
 
the values (a priori past values aswell as actual ones)
 
of the measurements.
 
We only'give the results of this theory: see 1 for
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free system and continuous filtering, and 5 for discrete
 
filtering.
 
2.3.1 	Free system
 
The system simply obeys the equation (2-8). No mea­
surement is taken so that the best estimate j(t) is mx(t)
 
with variance Px(t) given by equation (2-6).
 
It is easier to write these equations as differential
 
equations instead of integral ones. Differentiating (2-6)
 
and using (2-4) yield:
 
t) F(t) 
^X(t)
 
16(t) 

-x((t) 	=F(t) Px(t) + Px(t) F'(t) + G(t) Q(t) Gt(t)
 
(2-10)
 
2.3.2 Continuous filtering
 
Measurement m(t) is now taken in a continuous way.
 
It can be shown that, in this case, the above equAtions
 
become:
 
f(t) 	= F(t)x(t) + P_(t)HI(t)R-l(t)[(t)-H(t)2(t]
 
x = FP + PF' + GQG' - PH'R-1 HP (2-11)
 
In the last equation the variable t has been dropped and
 
this will stand throughout this paper whenever there is no
 
ambiguity.
 
2.3.3 Discrete filtering
 
The measurement can only be taken at discrete times.
 
The time between two measurements is assumed constant and
 
called the operating time. The scheme is the following one:­
fur 2 Jio3 ram of te MtaSure nieni process 
4-x 
fjur . fltr 4 acs~n~u I§F 
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Between the measurements, the system is free and obeys (2-10)
 
At each measurement, we compute
 
K(tm ) = PI(tm)HI(tM) [H(tm)PI(tm)Ht(tm)+R(tm)] -1
 
Then the best estimate is given by
 
m)= K(tm)m(tm) with covariance matrix:
 
I-K(tm)H(tm)A Px(tm)
P t+ ) Px ( m ) =(2-12) (-2
 
In this last equation,'-' means just before the measurement
 
and t+1 just after the measurement.
 
The diagram of the continuous filter is given in
 
figure 3.
 
2.4 The filtering problem in this paper
 
The general filtering theory assumes that one can ta­
ke measurements of some coordinates of the state vector x
 
which is itself generated by the system.
 
The problem is not quite the same here and is to be
 
understood in a different way:
 
1. the state vector x(t), which can include position and
 
velocity informations obeys the homogeneous equation:
 
x(t) = F(t) x(t) 
where F(t) depends primarily upon the trajectory.
 
2. some indications about position, velocity and other co­
11
 
ordinates of the state vector are available as outputs of
 
an inertial navigation system. But due to measurements and
 
instruments inaccuracies, some noise is added so that the
 
output obeys equation (2-8); we limit ourselves in this pa­
per to the case where the only noise source is the gyro
 
drift. Furthermore, following 6and7 , we assume that this 
drift can be well enough approximated by a white noise at
 
the acceleration-level.
 
3. on another hand, some components of the state vector are 
available as outputs to an external device - external to 
the inertial system - This includes altimeter, Doppler and 
position radar, etc... Here again, the inaccuracy yields 
a noise term in equation (2-9) which represents the exter­
nal information. 
Thus, we have here two different measurements of the
 
same vector and we want to get from them the best estimate
 
of this vector.
 
From now on, the external device will be a position
 
radar. The measurement will be the difference between the
 
position given by the inertial navigator and the position
 
given by the radar. This measurement is considered as the
 
error in the indication of the position. Filtering this po­
sition error yields the best estimate of the error on the
 
state vector. The best estimate of the state vector itself
 
is then obtained by substracting the estimated error from
 
the output of the inertial system.
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The general block diagram of these operations is gi­
ven in figure 4.
 
This approach allows us to use an error analysis for
 
the inertial navigator.
 
The following chapter investigates the different pos­
sible models for this navigator.
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CHAPTER 3
 
THE THREE POSSIBLE MODELS
 
3.1 Introduction
 
The complexity of the filter increases with the com­
plexity of the model representing the inertial navigator.
 
Indeed the filter gain K(t) depends on F(t) and the dimen­
sions of the matrix F increase with the number of variables
 
in the system.
 
On another hand, the accuracy obtained after filtering
 
depends both on the complexity of the model and on the "po­
wer" of the noise. Thus it could be useless to filter with
 
a complex model if the noise is important.
 
In this paper, 3 models are analysed:
 
1. the first one neglects both platform misalignment and
 
cross-coupling between the axes.
 
2. the second one takes into account the platform misalign­
ment angles..
 
3. the last one is a complete 3-axes model but assumes a
 
steady state - i.e. "en route" conditions-.
 
In this chapter, we determine for all of these models
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the various matrices involved in the filtering theory: F,
 
G, H, Q, R.
 
3.2 Model 1 : no cross-coupling; no misalignment
 
It is simply considered that the velocity vector is 
the time derivative of the position vector. A simple dia­
gram of this I.N.S. is given in figure 5. 
Consider the state vector x composed of the position
 
and velocity errors as: dr1
 
dry 
= dvx 
dv
 
Then the equation (2-8) can be written as:
 
dr 0 0 1 0 dr ~ 00
 
dr 0 00 1 dr 0 0
 
S = + 1 (3-1-1)

dvx 0 000 
 av +
 
dvl 
-
0 0 0 0 dVy 0 1
 
X = F x + G u 
In this equation ux and uy are the two white noises on both
 
the x and the y channels.
 
The measurement equation (2-9) is:
 
r
xdr O+ x: [vyx 
= Ja + ] (3-1-2) 
or m = H x + v 
16
 
Finally, the matrices Q and R are here:
 
[N 0R= R 0(3-1-3) 
where N is the power spectral density of the I.N.S. noise 
and R i " " radar noise. 
3.3 moael 2 : no cross-coupling
 
The functional block diagram of a single axis iner­
tial navigator instrumenting the navigation frame is given
 
in figure 8. The platform misalignment is now accounted
 
for: this means that a component of the gravity vector is
 
falsely sensed by at least one of the accelerometers.
 
A misalignment angle about the z-axis (down) does
 
not introduce a large error because the acceleration of the 
vehicle is usually small in comparison to g. On the contra­
ry, a misalignment angle Cx (Cy) about the x-axis (y-axis) 
causes the accelerometer along the y-axis (x-axis) to sen­
se a component of gravity ± g Cx (± g Cy) in the small 
angles approximation. 
Thus we neglect the angle Cz about the down-axis;
 
then there is no coupling between the x(north)-axis and
 
the y(east)-axis. The z(vertical) channel follows,exactly
 
the equations of model I and the other two channels can be
 
studied.separately.
 
As shown in figure 9, the misalignment angles Ox and
 
Cy are defined as correction angles -i.e. they are the an­
gles the navigation frame should rotate about its X and Y
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axes to align itself with the platform axes -. 
Throughout this paper the accelerometer outputs are
 
supposed to be the components of the specific force f along
 
the sensitive axes of any of these accelerometers. The spe­
cific force here is gravity minus acceleration ; so:
 
S -i EP 
The effects of Cx and Cy are the following: when Cx
 
is positive, the instrumented east axis is below the hori­
zon; therefore the y-accelerometer senses + g CX . When
 
Cy is positive, the instrumented north axis is above the
 
horizon; therefore the x-accelerometer senses - g C
 
y
 
Then, when the vehicle is moving, the accelerometers sense
 
Re p L - g Cy along the x-axis 
-Re cosL ?1 + g Cx along the y-axis 
Re is the earth radius; L the latitude and 1 the longitude.
 
Therefore, the errors are + 
g 
R C on p L 
e 
-
g Cx on cosL 1~ 
The error model is given in figure 10.
 
We can write:
 
= p (dr ) dvx p (dr) = dvy 
= + g C p (dv) - g Cxp (dv x ) 1 J C r 
p (0) =-lqdVx P edv
 y ReI 
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112.l R 
Sr : woJeI .2- in9 lIc aKS ______ 0 
fiua efViAn a 
it oretin a 
Defining the state vector as dr x 
dry
 
y

dvx 
X dv 
y

Cx
C 
the equations (2-8) and (2-9) can be written:
 
0 0 1 0 0 0 00 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 g 1 0 [ 
0 0 0 0 -g 0 0 1 
0 0 0 +1/Re 0 0 0 0 UYJ 
0 0-1/Re 0 0 0 0 0 (3-2-1) 
and for the measurement:
 
(3-2-2)
x] 1 l 
Finally the matrices Q and R are
 
Q= [N 0] R=[ ] (3-2-3) 
Let us remark that here the first four rows and colum­
ns of the matrix F are exactly the same as in model 1. This
 
means that model 1 can be studied as a special case of mo­
del 2. This will be useful later on.
 
3.4 Model 3
 
The funntional block diagram of the navigator is al­
most the same as in the previous model, but the misalign­
20
 
+ q 
t1 
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f;ure 11 uncfional bl0ck diaqrcAm of 4cl I.AN.S5. 
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ment about thez-axis is no longer neglected. Furthermore
 
there is now an earth rate compensation which will intro­
duce some other errors due to computed latitude feedback.
 
See 8 and 9
 
Let us call "n" the navigation frame and "cm" the con­
trolled member frame - this is the platform axes -. With
 
the same sign convention for the misalignment angles as be­
fore (the angles are positive when the n-frame rotates about
 
its positive axes to get aligned with the cm-frame) the di
 
rection cosines matrix Cm can be written:
 
n
 
-
H1_C7 z
C: 1 -:
~cm =
Cy -Cx 10 0-1Cy Cx 0
 
c m I
or O = - C (3-3) 
n
 
where C is the skew-symmetric matrix associated with the
 
rotation vector C (componentsC x , Cy C). This matrix is
 
defined for any vector V by the relation
 
VxW Iv] w 
Let us assume for the moment that position and velo-.
 
city are given in terms of latitude and longitude (angles
 
instead of distances); thus:
 
d vx dr x = 

= P(Lc-L) and { -L (dvx)/p
 
dV=y =p(l-l) dry =0-1 (dVy)Ip
 
In these relations, the subscript "e" stands for "computed"
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because T. is one of the outputs of the I.N.S. and may dif­
fer from the true latitude L.
 
A-1: the first assumption is to neglect Coriolis effects
 
and vertical acceleration.
 
Then the specific force in the n-frame is:
 
-R e p L 
fn = -R cosL p 1 (3-4) 
and the accelerometers output is the specific force coor­
dinatized in the cm-frame which can be written
 
fcm =0 cm fn
 
n
 
From fn, Vn (angular velocity of the n-frame with res­
- en
 
pect to the earth frame, coordinatized in the nav.-frame)
 
is given by the relation:
 
cosL p 0 -e/ReP 0 --Re p L 
=(w n)c -p j 1/R P 0 0 -Re cosT p2 
-sinL pl 0 tanLc/ReP 0 g 
or. n = [F] 3-5)) 
In the expression of the performance function [PF]oc the com­
puted latitude comes only into tanL.
 
But
 tan L. = tan(L+dLs) = tan L + d2/cos tL +high order terms 
We can, without introducing a great error, assume
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tan L. = tan L under the following assumption:
 
A-2: the system is working far from the pole.
 
At a latitude of 45 degrees, the resulting error is only 
2 dL (with dL in radians) and the approximation is quite 
good. 
Fon , the velocity indication (in terms of lon­
-rm
en9
 
gitude and latitude rates) is given by:
 
[pLy [0 -1 0]
 
= = Wn
 
pl l/cos L. 0 0 -en
 
or = [p] -n (3-6)
 
0-en (-

The command angular velocity the space integrator
 
must receive in order to operate properly-is:
 
+
= (-Wen c (Wie) (3-7) 
wie cos L 
Thus (_) = 0 must be added to Wn 
-ec 
-en
cie 

sin L
e
 
The equation for the angular motion of the control­
led member is now:
 
tm
m = i + ce (3-8)
 
where WPm is the'commanded angular velocity given by

-icm 
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equation (3-7) and Won m , which is the rate at which the 
controlled member goes away from the n-frame, is related
 
to the correction angles by:
 
[xi 
cm C (3-9)
LC . 
ncm m W0n-p
 
Noting that _W cm-n and using equations (3-5),
_in n -in
 
(3-7) and (3-9), (3-7) can be written in the form:
 
cm (We + -Wen) + p C+= n e (3-10) 
Expanding sin Lc and cos Lc in terms of dL = L-c ,up
 
to the first order, we get:
 
[Cie sin L
 
(w) = -e -! 0 1dL=i +Wne
 
-ie c -ie -_e
j 

ie cos] 
Using (3-6), (3-10) becomes:
 
I - C] (W + Wen ) + p [PF] [I -C] + -i + dW 
[i-a ~ie -en =LJL i -ie i 
(3-11) 
Some simplifications are possible. Indeed, from the prin­
ciple of operation of the I.N.S. 
n[PF] fn = 
- en
 
Further use of the relation [A] = AxV VXA = -[VIA 
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yields finally:
 
p = e + [CssP] - Etl]sk 0 	 (3-12) 
To be able to get a relation of the form (2-8), we 
need a first order differential equation between the seve­
ral errors. Therefore we need to relate the terms 
[PF] [fn]sk C to some other error terms. It turns out to 
be easily relatable to dv. Indeed, from (3-5) and (3-6) 
v + dv = ] [PFj [I - a] fn 
Hence 	 dv =- [PJLPF] C f" 
or 	 dv =[p][pp][tflJsk C 
We can develop this matrix product. Assumption A-2 allows
 
us to write -1/cos TIc = -1/cos La (the error in­
volved is of the same order as-the one involved when wri­
ting tan Lc = tan L). 
Furthermore, with the last assumption 
A-3: 	the vehicle is slowly moving on the surface of the
 
earth
 
the terms in pL and pl in the product [pF] [n]sk can be 
neglected. Thus 
[ 0dl g/Re p0o [a-]LdvJ - /'ReOos Lp o oJ [0Y (3-14)-
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Now we wish to relate lRF[][] sk o to dv. It is easy
 
to see that
 
0 c o s L
,"x 
s 
C
k 1 v: (3-14)
[5:: 
EPFJ]ns = 
0 -sin L
 
Substituting (3-14) into (3-12) yields finally:
 
pOx] wiesin L 0 cosL]
 
py =0 dL + -1 o LdVy].. 
pCz iecos L_ 0 -sin L
 
0 siesin L 0 Cx
 
-!sin L 0 - lcos L Cy 
0 ie 0W i COS LLe IL
0 Cz 
(3-15)
 
The last equation of this error analysis is
[dvx1 
y)lj dVyJ (3-16)
[:d:; oa] 
From equations (3-13), (3-15) and (3-16), defining
 
drx
 
dry
x 
dVx where all the quantities involved 
x dvy are angles and angular rates 
C 
x
 
Cy
 
C
 
z
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we canwrite x=F x + G u with: 
0 
0 
01 
00 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-Ciesin L 
0 
&ieCOS L 
00 
00 
0-1 
0 0 
0 
cos L 
0 
-sin L 
ekReCOS L 
0 
+W. sin L
eeLle 
0 
R 
0 
-0. sint 
0 
-LjieCOS L 
0 
0 
+a. cos L 
0 A 
and: 
(3-17) 
G 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
To get an equation of the same form as in the previous mo­
dels, dr and dv must be expressed as functions of distance.
 
Remarking that­
r _Re 0 0 0 r 
ry 0 ReCOS L 0 0 ry
vx 0 0 Re 0 Vx
 
LVY n.mjies [0 0 0 Ro L
cos minutes 
it follows that we can write :
 
x = F x + G u with now 
0 
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0 0 1 0 0- 0 0
 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
 
0 0 0 0 g 0
 
F 0 0 0 0. -g 0 0
 
wieSin L 0
0 0 + - 0 -W. sin L 0
 le
Re
Re 
0 0-- 0 iesin L 0 ui cos L 
oeeos L e tan L 0ie 0- 0 -Gicos L 0
ie
R
R 

e e
 
(3-18-1) 
Then position is in nautical miles and velocity in nauti­
cal miles per unit time. 
The measurement is m = H x + v with 
0 0 
0 0 
H [ 1 0 0 0 000oo] 0 0 a G = 0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
(3-18-2) 
0 o 
0 0 
Finally, the matrices Q and R are the same as before:
 
S= [] R = ] (3-18-3)
L 
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N and R are power spectral densities of white noises and
 
thus are to be constant over some frequency interval. The­
refore, the units must be:
 
(n. miles)2 .sec for R 
(n. miles)2 / (sec) 3 for N 
Let us recall the 3 assumptions made to derive this 
equation: 
A-1: neglect Coriolis effects and vertical acceleration 
A-2: operation far from the pole 
A-3: vehicle slowly moving. 
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CHAPTER 4
 
FILTER EQUATIONS
 
4.1 Introduction
 
As it was pointed out in chapter 1, we are not inte­
rested in finding the output of the filter for given I.N.S.
 
and radar outputs, but rather in measuring how accurate
 
this indication is. Therefore, in this chapter, only the
 
variance equation (the differential equation for Px(t))
 
will be studied and solved.
 
It follows from equations (3-1), (3-2) and (3-18)
 
that the F matrices are very similar in all the cases. The.
 
12 equations governing the Px(t) matrix in model 2 are a
 
particular case of the 28 equations of model 3; in the sa­
me manner, the 6 equations of model 1 are a particular case
 
of the 12 equations of model 2.
 
Therefore, after an analytic solution for model 1,
 
the only model that can be handled in a simple way, the
 
equations for model 3 will be derived using 2 parameters
 
"a" and "b" to allow a single study of the 3 cases.
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4.2 Analytic solution of model 1
 
The equations of this model are simple enough to be
 
analytically solved. This allows us to find a closed form
 
answer to the continuous filtering problem.
 
Let us go back to equation (3-1-1). Since one of the
 
main assumptions of this model is that there be no cross­
coupling between the channels, the rank of all the matri­
ces can be reduced by writing
 
Vx = 0 	 J[:v: + [] ux (4-1-1) 
x = F x + G u 
and [I [ dr x 
dr x = + (4-1-2)
 
d y j 
Vx
m = H x + v 
Thus the matrices Q and R become scalars N and R 
t Pl t )If we let 	 xt Pl 
w3P(t) p(t) P13(t) the variance equa­
P13 (t) 3()
 
tion can be written (dropping the variable t):
 
711 ;131 	 p11 13 Hi11 P13 
Pl3 p3 3 J[O o LPl3 P33J LP13 P33 J 
+ 1] 	 - L . jL°J L P 13 (4-2) 
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4-2-1 Steady state
 
The steady state solution is the solution of the 
right hand side of this equation when the left hand side 
is 0. 
The answer is straightforward 
=(iPll)s.s. 7
N3 4 {(p33)s.s.= V- R" 
Thus, the steady state r.m.s. errors are:
 
/ 8 f in position RIaX = 2 S 'N
3/ 8in velocity RVX = 2'4 RV N (4-3) 
Now the optimum estimate is given by equation (2-11)
 
- 1
with K(t) = P(t) H'(t) R

0
Let us call W n [ K= = 
And: 
Fa4 ' [l 2nrLc JLdecJ[x [0 iat V OndI [ 4 - C)jr 
The optimum filter block diagram is given in figure 6.
 
4-2-2 Response to I.N.S. and radar noise
 
From the diagram, it is easy to get the response of
 
the filter to:
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v v 
4 A 
r jP 
+ 
v cu 67 ,Mo l p r sl I *P0; Q. m 
La C b 
fure 7 -1;itI I.N.S 4nJ c r'nie;respohfle 
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#1 radar noise
 
e() 
 n\/p +'on
 
on position - = -

R p2. + F p +w
 
e(AV) CAn2P 
on velocity R = I n 
#2 I.N.S. noise
 
a
e(r) 

on position - - p +
u/ p P + r2n( CJn 
e(^) P+r wn 
on velocity u P 
.u/p +V2(nP+U 
These response functions are plotted on figure 7.
 
4-2-3 Closed form solution for the free system
 
The initial conditions can be taken as
 
The variance equation for the free system is:
 
L 3P3 p13 p33 +o
[ P3+ 2113]D'J]L NJP1]=[ 
or: P11 = 2 P1 3 
P1 3 = P33 
P33 = N 
With the initial condition 0, the solution to this equation
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is: t/3 t /2 
Px(t) = t 2 t 
Then, the r.m.s. errors are:
 
on position RhX = (N/3)12 t 3/2 
on velocity RVX = N" t / 
These results are plotted on graphs 1 and 3 (upper curves)
 
The steady state covariance matrix in continuous fil­
tering and the free system r.m.s. errors are about the on­
ly things we can analytically study even in this simple
 
model. As soon as we go into the transient solution for
 
the continuous case, we get the following set of non-linear
 
differential equations:
 
1,	
-Pl/R
Pil= 2 2l 

P3 	= P33 - pl1 P13/R 
= N - pz3/R133 

These equations are not easy to solve (see lO) and it is
 
better to solve them on a computer as a particular case of
 
the 	most complicated model, as shown below.
 
4.3 The variance equations
 
From now on, the covariance matrix will be taken in
 
the form:
 
pll Pl2 Pl3 P11.... 

j
P17 . . .. ... ... .. P77
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Since Px(t) E [x(t) xt(t)] with the usual definition
 
for the state vector x(t) (chapter 3), the off diagonal
 
terms are the correlations between the different state va­
riables.
 
For instance P36 = E [dvx Cy] because all the sta­
te variables are zero-meaned quatities (error terms). The
 
diagonal terms are the variances (squares of the corres­
ponding r.m.s. errors) for the same reason.
 
For instance P44 = E'[dvyJ= (y-velocity rms error)2 
Let us come back to the system parameters matrix
 
F of the 3 models, as they appear in equations (3-1-1),
 
(3-2-1) and (3-18-1), and define three additional parame­
ters a, b and c such that:
 
-0 for model land 1 otherwise
 
{= 0 for model and 1 otherwise
 
b=0 for model 2 and 1 otherwise
 
Then it is possible to represent the 3 models by the follo­
wing matrix F:
 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 a g 
 0
 
F 0 0 0 0 -ag 0 0
 
oiesin L a 
0 0 + - 0 -cciesin L 0 
Re a Re
 
0 0 - _- 0 ocaiesin L 0 CcieCOSL 
Re 
L aieCOS a tanL -eiOS L 0 
Re Re (4-5) 
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The differential equations for the covariance matrix will
 
be derived with this expression for F. As for the number of
 
equations necessary to study each of the cases, it appears
 
to be :
 
in model 1- 6 equations corresponding to the 6 non zero
 
quatities plI, P1 3, P33, P2 2, P2 4, P44 for both"the x- and
 
y-channels.
 
in model 2- 6 more non zero terms: P1 6, P3 6, P66 for
 
the x-channel and P2 5, P4 5, P5 5 for the y-channel. There­
fore, 12 equations are necessary.
 
in model 3- 28 equations because no quantity is a-priori
 
zero.
 
4.3.1 Free system equations
 
Equation (2-10) is:
 
P = F P + P F' + G Q G' 
All the quantities have been defined and the result is the 
following set of 28 equations: 
1) p11 = 2 P1 3
 
2) P33 = 2ag P36 + N
 
3) P1 3 = P33 + ag Pl6
 
4) p2 2 
= P24
 
5) P44 = -2ag P4 5 + N
 
6) P24 = P44 - ag P25
 
G)iesin L a
 
7) P2 5 = P 4 5 - b R P12 + - - boieS in L P2 6
 
e 
 e 
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8) P4 5 * = -g - b ie.in L 1 sin L P26
 
P45 g T - P1 2 + r P2 4 - cj
 
-2b *jiesinRe L + 2 P45 - 2b aiesinL P56
9) p 55  P1 5 e 

1
 
=10) ;16 P36 - re P13 + bJ iesinL P1 5 + bCoieCSL P17 
1 
Ii) P3 6 = + g P66- e P33 + b iesinL P35.+b ieC°S P37
 
2
 
+
12) P66 = - eP36 2bCieSinL P56+ 2b wieC°SL P67
 
13) P1 2 = P23 + P14 
14) p23 = P34 + g P26 
15) P1 4 = P34 - g P1 5 
16) P34 = g P46 - g P35 
*iesinL 1
 
-17) P1 5 = P35- RFe P4 OsinL P 
3 ieSinL 1 
18) P3 5 = 9P56- Re -- P13+.ReP34-ieSinL P36
 
=
19) P26 +P46- ReP23+ WiesinL P25+ Wie c osL P27 
19=2 ~4 92.+in p25 + eCOSLp 21 
*o.sinL 1 1 
= ies
e 16 eP46-
21) P5 6 --- Pl6+ le P66- TFeP35+ P55
 
+ 4Jie c osL P57 
wi cosL tanL 
c
22) P7 = PT --R-Pl e l - i s l
 
3)p17 = P37- --R Pil- Re P24- '3" cosLP1
 
e ee P2
iecosL 

22) P27 = tanL W. cosP 7 - e Pl3- -7-P4-ieS P6
e e
 
wiecosL 

tanL
 
= ne e .c s
23) P47 -gP57- Re T 2 Re 2P44-Wie P46
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SiesinL 1 c iecosL 
iesinL 
26) p57  ee--17-7 P47- P67- ie P5
 
e e e 
tanL
 
----- P45 - Coiec sL P56
 
27) P67 1R P37+ Coies 
+ieCOSL 
n L P 57 + iecs P7 7 e P6 
e tanL 
- W 46 - iecosL P66 
2O cosL - tanL 
28) P77 = -2 -- Pl 7 2----p 4 7 ­ 2 iecoSL P67 
e e 
(4-6)
 
In the second part of these equations (#7 through #12) the
 
coefficient a has been dropped; in the last part (#13 through
 
#28) both coefficient a and b have been dropped.
 
This system of linear first order differential equa­
tions may be solved given some initial conditions and yields
 
the r.m.s. errors in the state variable estimators.
 
4.3.2 Continuous filtering compensation terms
 
To get the equation (2-11) the quatity
 
M(t) = Px(t) H' R-1 H Px(t) 
must be substracted from the foregoing equations.
 
Of course i'(t) = 1(t) so that only 28 terms must
 
be computed as functions of the p... Assuming that MI(t)
 
is written as
 
M(t) = ij the following set of equa­
tions is obtained: 
= p 2p 9/R1) in 1 = ( P/ 
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m
3))pp3 

+ 
-(pl45) m44 P4)/RI 
7) m25 = (P 1 2 p 1 5 + P2 2 P25)/R 
9) m55= (PIf5+ P25)/R 

11) m3 6 = (p13P16 + P23 P2 6 )/R 

13) m12= (PllPl2+ P12 P22 )/R 

15) m14 = (PllPl4+ P12P24 )/R 

17) 1 5 = (pllpl5+ P12 P2 5)/R 

19) m26 = (P12P16+ P22p26)/R 

21) m56 = (p15p16+ P25p26)/R 

23) m27 = (P12p17+ P22P27 )/R 

25) m47 = (p14p17+ P24P27)/R 

27) m67 = (p!6p17 + P2 6P2 7 )/R 

2 2 
"-) 22 (p12+ p22)/R 
6) m2 4 = (P 12 p1 4 + P2 2P24 )/R 
8) m4 5= (pl4pl5+ P2 4 P2 5 )/R 
i) m16= (PllP!6+ P12P26)/R 
12) 6 6=(pj 6+ p26/R 
14) m2 3= (p12 p!3+ p2 2P2 3 )/R
 
16) m34= (p13 p1 4+ P2 3P24)/R
 
=
J8) m3 5 (p13 p1 5+ P2 3P2 5 )/R
 
20) m46= (P14P16+ P24P26)/R
 
22) m17= (pllpl7+ P12P27 )/R
 
24) m37= (p13p17+ P23P27 )/R
 
26) m57= (p15p17+ P25P27)/R
 
28) (P177=+7 

(4-7)
 
These are the continuous filtering compensation terms writ­
ten as functions of the pij, some among them can be 0, de­
pending on the model (the different models are delimited by
 
the two dotted lines).
 
To get the continuous filter variance equation, mij
 
is to be substracted from the right hand side of equation
 
(4-6)
 
Pij = (Pij free system -mi (4-8) 
When the equation (4-8) are solved, the r.m.s. errors
 
are given by:
 
41 
\P7 	= r.m.s. error in x-posi-tion = RNDC
 
-P2 " y-position = RMY
 
=
Ip33 "x-velocity = RVX
 
=-p4 y-velocity = RVY
 
P 5 5 , P6 6 and P7 7 are the r.m.s. misalignment angles. 
Let us find, in this case of continuous filtering, 
the form of the optimal filter. The optimum gains matrix 
is: K(t) = P(t) H' R-1 and is equal to:
 
Pll 	 P12  k 1 1 k1 2 
Pl2 P22  k1 2 k22 
i P1 3  P23  k13  k2 3 
ic(t) = R p 4 Pp24  k14 k24 
Pl5 P2 5  k1 5  k2 5
 
Pl6 P2 6  k1 6  k2 6
 
(4-9)
k17 	 k2 7
P17 P27  1

The optimum estimate obeys equation (2-11):
 
x= 	 Fx + K ( m - H ) 
If1 mx is the measurement along the x-axis 
M YT .y-axis 
and if m m - drx 
= my ­
equation (2-11) can be written:
 
or
 
I 
A 
W;. 
R 
C K~ 
10 
-v4 
E 
4 
I 
4 
4.1-Co u 
a-a 
VV
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p ) + k1 m3 + kl2 my 
P(dry) = dry + k mx + k22 
p(d A) = agiy + k1 3m + k 2 Am 
p(dv ) = -ag C + ke + km 
x 14 k24my 
. sinI ^ y 
p(C) = - -e dr -a Y -c w. sinL C +k 15+km 
H x R ie y 15 x 25 ye e
 
p(Cy) = -aRe ieSin
+ Cx +e W'ie osl z + 6x2G6y
 
A C0533 tanL e 
1) (C drx -c- d9 -c wi cosiO +k +k2 
e e y Y 17 x 7Y 
The signal flow diagram of the optimum filter for model 3 
is given in figure 12. For purpose of simplicity any quan­
tity kl x + kt2jmy(with k21 = kl2) has been replacedklj x j 
 2 1) 
by the number "j". 
These quantities are computed from the 14 gains of 
equations (4-9) and the measured quantities mx and m 
These bomputations are not shown on this figure. 
4.3.3 Discrete filtering
 
Between the measurements, during the operating time
 
OPT, the covariance matrix obeys equations (4-6). At each
 
measurement it is updated using equation (2-12); for this*
 
it is necessary to compute
 
K = P' H' ( H P' H' + R )-
It is easy to see that
 
P121
Pll+ R
H P H' + R 

Pl2 P22 + Rj
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Since the general filtering theory assumes that R
 
is a positive definite matrix and since the covariance ma­
trix is non-negative definite, it is always possible to 
invert the matrix H P H' + R, even when the initial con­
dition is P(t=d) = 0 , provided that we do not update P 
at the initial time. This is straightforward and can easi­
ly be shown using the Schwartz inequality and the fact 
that P becomes more and more positive during the opera­
ting time (from equation (2-10)). 
Denoting
 
2 2 
det( H P H' + R) = PllP2 2 - P12 +H(Pll +P22 ) + R 
we can get
 
Pll(P2 2+ P) 2 Pl2(Pll+ PllPl2
 
pR) 1 ( 1j+ R) _-P
 
P2(P22+ H) - P12 P22  p22 (P1l+ H) - p12 
+Pl3(P22 R) - Pl2 P23  P2 3 (pll+ R) - Pl2Pl3 
= 1 p14 (P2 2+ Pl2P24 P24 (Pll+ a) -D
 
P15(P22 + R) - Pl2P25 P2 5(Pll+ )- P12P15
 
+
pl6(P2 2 R) - P12 P2 6  p2 6 (Pll+ )- P12P16 
Pl(P22+ R) - P12 P27  P27 (pll+ R) - Pl2Pl7 
(4-10) 
Once this is computed, the optimum estimate of x is:
 
A 
The covariance matrix is updated by (I - K H) P ;
 
in other words, Pij is to be changed into :
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pij - kilPlj - ki2P2 j (4-11)
 
The new covariance matrix P(t+) becomes the new initial
 
condition for the equations (4-6), until the next measure­
ment is taken, when a new F(t+) becomes available.
 
4.4 Computer program
 
As it was already pointed out in part 4.2.3, the ana­
lytic solution of these equations is not easy to obtain,
 
even in the simplest model. Therefore, this work must be
 
done on a computer.
 
The computer program used for this paper is presented
 
in Appendix B.
 
The first program (pages B-1 through B-JO) solves for
 
the covariance matrix in the 3 modes : free system, conti­
nuous, and discrete filtering; writesthe r.m.s. errors,
 
and punches some of these results for later use on a plot­
ter. The main inputs are : ALATl (latitude in degrees);
 
TF (final time); AQ (inertial navigator noise in ft /sec ) 
AR (radar noise in ft .sec), and three different operating
 
times OPT1, OPT2, OPT3 in see.
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CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS
 
The computer program used to get the results of this
 
chapter is given in Appendix B. It was worked out on an
 
I.B.M.- 360 in the M.I.T. Computation Center;
 
For the discrete filtering, 3 operating times were
 
studied: 30 seconds, 3 minutes and 18 minutes.
 
For any of the 3 modes, several cases for both the
 
I.N.S. and the radar noise have been worked out; N, the I.
 
N.S. noise, ranging from 102 to 101 (feet)2/(sec)3 (po­
wer spectral density of white noise over some frequency
 
range) and R, the radar noise, ranging from 10 -to 10
 
2
(feet). sec. These values seem to cover all the practical
 
cases.
 
Before exposing the results, it is better to give
 
some explanations about the curves of Appendix A.
 
The first 10 graphs are actual outputs from the com­
puter and represent the variation of REX (r.m.s. error in
 
x-position indication) and RVX (r.m.s. error in x-velocity
 
indication) as functions of time in minutes. The units are
 
6 
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nautical miles for R~iX and feet/sec for RVX.
 
Graphs 1 and 2 (3 and 4) are RYfX (RVX) for the free 
system and for the 3 models. 
Graphs 5 through 12 give RhIV and RVX for models 1
 
and 2 only. There are 4 curves on each graph: 1 for the
 
continuous filtering and 3 for each operating,time in the
 
discrete filtering.
 
Graphs 13 through 19 have been established from the
 
printed outputs and the units are : feet for RX and ft/sec
 
for RVX. Graphs 13 through 17 are concerned with continuous
 
filtering only and chart 17 yields the expected RIVX and
 
RVX for given I.N.S. noise N and radar noise R, both in u­
sual units.
 
The last 2 graphs are concerned with discrete filte­
ring. From them we can find the influence of the operating
 
time on both Rfl and RVX given some values for the r.m.s.
 
errors in the continuous filter (see below).
 
5.1 Free system ( graphs 1, 2, 3 and 4)
 
According to the results of part 4.2.3, RVX and RVX
 
increase as t3/ for RWX and ti'Z for RVX for a given
 
inertial noise in model 1. This is observable on graphs 1
 
and 2 -forRMX, 3 and 4 for RVX, where the upper curve re­
presents model 1.
 
The 2 other curves on these graphs represent the free
 
system r.m.s. errors and are almost the same. The improve­
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ment in the error by comparison with the model 1 is due to
 
the Sculer oscillation (indeed the time between 2 consecu­
tive points of both curves where the slope is minimum ap­
pears to be 42 minutes, half of the Sculer period). This
 
improvement with respect'to model 1 reaches 80 percent for
 
RX and 30 percent for RVX after 84 minutes.
 
The tiny difference between the curves representing
 
models 2 and 3 was also observed for other values of N and
 
clearly shows that model 3 is not better than-model 2 when
 
there is no filtering.
 
Furthermore, up to 14 minutes for RX and 8 minutes
 
for RVX, the 3 curves are almost coincident. This means
 
that the 3 models yield the same r.m.s. errors in free mode
 
up to 14 minutes for position error and 8 minutes for ve­
locity error.
 
Of course, since no radar is used here, the graphs
 
do not depend on R. Furthermore, looking at the upper cur­
ve on graphs 1 and 2 as well as 3 and 4, the influence of
 
N can be found to match equation of part 4.2.3. In graphs
 
1 and 2 for instance, the scale of the REX-axis is multi­
plied by 10 while the noise is multiplied by 100. The same
 
thing stands for RVX. And since the curves have exactly the
 
same shape in both cases, the r.m.s. position and velocity
 
errors are proportional to -N at a given time.
 
The general result for the free system can be stated
 
in the following way:
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for model 1, the r.m.s. errors are given by
 
t 31 (N/3) 4A 

RVX N 1 t1/1
 
At any time, there is no difference between model 2 and 3.
 
The 3 models are equivalent up to 14 minutes for position
 
error and 8 minutes for velocity error.
 
5.2 Continuous filtering
 
The curve representing this mode is the lowest one 
on graphs 5 through 12. It is the only straight line. on 
all these figures. Because the steady state error in conti­
nuous mode is very small and not easily readable on.the 
plots, the results are given on page A-4, with the preci­
sion obtained on the computer. For all the cases that have 
been studied, the 3 values of RIX (in nautical mile) cor­
responding to the 3 models and the 3 values of RVX (in 
feet/see) corresponding to the 3 models are shown. 
The largest difference between the 3 models appears
 
to be .04 percent and is indistinguishable from the trun­
cdtion errors in the results.
 
Therefore, and this conclusion is an important one,
 
the steady state position and velocity r.m.s. errors do not
 
depend on the model chosen to represent the I.N.S. in the
 
case of continuous filtering.
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It could be expected from part 5.1 (free system)
 
where models 2 and 3 appeared to yield the same error, that
 
there were no difference between the 2 models. The important
 
fact is now that model 1 yields also the same result.
 
The steady state errors for model 1 were shown in
 
part 4.2.1 to obey equations (4-3). To argue the model inde­
pendence, the same formula can be found from graphs 13 - 16 
where the results for model 2 are plotted. 
Graphs 13 and 14 show the variation of RMX with R for
 
different values of N and with N for different values of R.
 
On logarithmic paper, the curves appear to be straight pa­
rallel lines. Measuring the slopes yields th6 following
 
dependence formula:
 
1 3
 
log RX= - log N + - log R + d
 
8 8
 
1
 
and the constant d turns out to be - log 2
 
4
 
Thus: 
 = 2 NR (5-2)
 
A similar analysis for RVX yields:
 
1RVX 4 N%08 (5-3)-
In these equations the units are:
 
RMX in feet ; RVX in feet/sec 
N in feet 2 /se ; R in feet .sec 
These results could also have been found by a dimensional
 
analysis, N and R beeing the only parameters that can in­
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fluence the errors.
 
The last thing to be said about this continuous fil­
tering is that, as it was expected from figure 6 in model
 
1, the time necessary to reach the steady state is small
 
and does not exceed 5 minutes in the worst case presented
 
on graph 3.
 
Graph 15 gives the position and velocity r.m.s. er­
rors in feet and feet/sec for given values of N (I.N.S.
 
noise) and R (radar noise).
 
5.3 Discrete filtering
 
Let us recall that this case was studied with 3 dif­
ferent operating times: OPT = 30 seconds, 3 minutes and 18
 
minutes, which seem to cover a good part of the permissible
 
range.
 
The corresponding curves are the 3 upper curves on
 
graphs 5 through 12, and it is obvious that the larger the
 
operating time is, the higher the corresponding curve goes.
 
Let us note that, especially for the lower two OPT,
 
the curves are not quite representative of what happens.
 
Indeed we have assumed that updating after each measurement
 
was an instantaneous operation, so that the curve should
 
drop with an infinite slope at each measurement time.
 
This is not the case because, in order to save some com­
puter time, we limited ourselves to 3 output values per
 
operating time, and the 3 values could not be chosen to be
 
just prior to and just after the measurement.
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Furthermore, it is very difficult to analyse these
 
results because the "mean value" for each case is uneasy
 
to obtain, either from the graphs or from the printed out­
puts.
 
Therefore, let us see if it is possible to relate
 
any discrete filtering problem to what will be called its
 
"continuous approximation".
 
Let us start with a discrete measurement process
 
obeying the usual equationst
{(t)
= F(t) x(t) + G(t) u(t) 
m(tn) = H(tn ) x(tn) + V(tn) 
where u(t) is a white noise and v(tn) an independent Gaus­
sian process such that:
 
E[u(t) u'(t+s= Q(t) S (s) 
E[v(tn) v'(tn) = V = constant 
E[v(tn) v'(tn+S)1 = 0 if s is not 0. 
{ 
Since the noises are zero-meaned, V is the variance of the
 
radar noise.
 
This discrete measurement process can be approxima­
ted with an equivalent continuous one defined by
 
r(t) = H(t) x(t) + v(t)
 
where now v(t) is a white noise obeying:
 
E[v(t) X'(t+s)] = R 9(s) with R constant. 
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Furthermore let us assume
 
R = V . OPT (5-4) 
The units are right since V is a variance and R a power spec­
tral density for a white noise. This really means that if
 
the measurements are taken twice faster, the measurement
 
error covariance must be twice larger to be approximated
 
by the same continuous process.
 
Then it can be shown that, provided that the Operating
 
time is not too large, any discrete measurement process
 
can be approached by a continuous one which appears as the
 
mean of the previous one. This can be understood by deri­
ving the continuous case variance equation from the discre­
te case scheme.
 
Between two measurements times tn_ and t1n? equation
 
(2-10) can be written with the state tran~ition matrix
 
>(tl-yt2) as:
 
P(t) = n(t1,t ) P(tni l ) >'(tntnil) 
+ D(tn,S) G(s) Q(s) G'(s) (V(tns)ds 
(5-5)
 
If and F are continuous, Taylor expansion yields:
 
4>(tnltn-i) = I + F(tn_) At + higher order terms in At
 
At is here the operating time tn-tn_1 . 
Then, using the mean value theorem with tn 1 z '(tn
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(5-5) becomes:
 
P(tn) = P(tn-1 ) + F(tn-1 ) P(tn-i) &t + P(tnl) F'(tn_l)At 
+ G(z) Q(z) G'(z) At + higher order terms
 
(5-6)
 
At measurement time we update P(tn) through
 
p()= P(t) - P(tn) H' H P(tn ) H' + R -H P(t;) 
This yields fihally the equation:
 
P(tn ) = P(tnjl ) + F(tn 1 ) P(tnl) + P(tnl) F'(tn-l ) 
+ G(z) Q(z) G'(z) - P(tn ) H' P(tn)H'at + H P(tn at 
(5-7) 
And in the limit when at approaches 0, we get 
P(t) = F P + P F' + G Q G' - P H' R H P 
which is the continuous filtering variance equation.
 
Thus, under assumption (5-4), any discrete problem
 
lH
 
can be approximated by a continuous one since R has the
 
same effect as V. It happens that, for not too large an 
OPT, this continuous approximation looks as the mean of 
the discrete process and is therefore the best measure of 
its accuracy.
 
From our point of view, the accuracy of the discrete
 
filtering system with operating time OPT and error variance
 
V is the same as the accuracy of a continuous filtering
 
system with noise power spectral density R = V . OPT
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Let us see now the significance of the limitation
 
on the time between the measurements. Two reasons can be
 
thought of:
 
1) if the discrete process yields the same results as the
 
continuous one, this means that the r.m.s. errors do not
 
depend on the model in the discrete process (since this
 
was shown in the continuous case). But it was pointed out
 
in part 5.1 that the 3 models are completely equivalent
 
in free mode only during a time lower than 14 minutes for
 
position error and 8 minutes for velocity error. Since this
 
free mode is precisely used between the resets, it seems
 
consistent to take as time limits for this continuous app­
roximation of the discrete process the 2 numbers: 14 minu­
tes for position and 8 minutes for velocity.
 
2) what is really implied by the relation (5-4) is to re­
place, on a plot of the autocorrelation function of the
 
radar noise as a function of time, an impulse (rectangular
 
shape) of area R by a triangular curve of hight V and area
 
V . OPT = R . Although these two curves are not the same, 
they can yield the same final result if the system is una­
ble to distinguish between both shapes. And this happens 
if the spread of the autocorrelation function is small 
by comparison with the time constant of the system. The 
practical limitations appear to be the same as before: 14 
minutes for position and 8 minutes for velocity, as long 
as the Sculer oscillations do not change the response too 
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much.
 
Under these limits, from (5-2), the steady state er­
ror of the continuous process does not depend on the model.
 
Thus the accuracy of a discrete process does not depend on
 
the model. This, of course, stands as long as we can speak
 
of a mean for this process; that is to say that the opera­
ting time must be small by cbmparison with the mission ti­
me.
 
Graphs 18 and 19 give the r.m.s. errors in position
 
and velocity for discrete processes of given operating ti­
me and steady state errors of the corresponding (not equi­
valent) continuous process. They are to be used-in con­
junction with graph 17 in the following way:
 
for any I.N.S. and radar noise powers N and R, graph
 
17 gives the resulting position and velocity r.m.s. errors
 
in the steady state. With these values of RICK and R-VX,
 
graphs 18 and 19 give the corresponding r.m.s. errors of
 
a discrete filter of given operating time OPT (in seconds')
 
using the same I.N.S. and radar.
 
The accuracy of the continuous approximation can be
 
checked on graphs 6 and 11 where the mean values of the 30
 
seconds, 3 minutes and 18 minutes discrete processes have
 
been plotted. It is to be remembered that the shapes of the
 
curves are not exact and the error increases with the ope­
rating time.
 
Anyway, it appears that the approximations are quite
 
good for the 30 seconds and 3 minutes cases. As for the 18
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minutes process, while the position error curve is still
 
acceptable, this is no longer true for the velocity error
 
curve. This fact is in accordance with the operating time
 
limitations previously introduced. It can be found conve­
nient to consider 10 minutes as the limit on the opera­
ting time for both position and velocity informations.
 
5.4 Summary of the results ; Conclusion
 
1. For a use of the inertial navigator alone, without ex­
ternal position information, the 3 models are equivalent
 
during a time not exceeding 10 minutes when they start
 
from the same perfect initial state. After 10 minutes, the
 
Smuler oscillations attenuate the errors in models 2 and 3
 
which are always equivalent. The errors in model 1 are gi­
ven by equations (5-1).
 
2. When use of a position information is possible in a
 
continuous way, the model chosen in the Kalman filter to
 
represent the I.N.S. is of no importance. This means that
 
a simple model consisting of 2 accelerometers kept rough­
ly aligned with the north and east axes yields the same
 
accuracy as a more sophisticated one(but becomes very bad
 
if 	the external information happens to be lost).
 
For any model, the steady state r.m.s. errors are
 
given by equations (5-2) and (5-3).
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3. As long as the correlation time of the external device
 
(radar) is small by comparison with the time constant of
 
the system, any discrete measurement process can be appro­
ximated by a continuous one in the sense that the continuous
 
process appears as the mean of the discrete one.
 
As long as the operating time is smaller than the
 
time necessary for the Sculer oscillations to attenuate
 
the errors, the 3 models yield the same final error.
 
Since this last constraint is less drastic than the
 
first 	one, the result can bestated in the following way:
 
as long as the operating time does not exceed 10 minutes,
 
the position and velocity'r.m.s. errors in a discrete
 
measurement process do not depend on the model and can be
 
approximated by the errors in a continuous scheme related
 
tothe discrete one by the equation (5-4). 
The final equations are, with N in feet2/sec , R 
in feet , OPT in seconds , Rfl in feet and RVX in 
feet/sec
 
YItX = 2'/ NIG 1op 318 
RVX = 214N'%8 oPT/ 
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APPENDIX A
 
GRAPHS
 
The units in the following graphs are the following:
 
(feet)/see. for velocity error RVX
 
nautical miles in graphs 1 through 12 as well as on
 
page A-3 and feet otherwise for position error RDX.
 
On graphs 1 through 12 which are output from the com­
puter, some indications appear inside the box in upper left
 
corner: the mode (1 for free system and 3 for discrete fil­
tering.); whenever the model does not appear, 3 curves cor­
responding to the 3 models are plotted. The other values
 
are N in (feet)2/ (see)3 , R in (feet)2.sec and
 
the 3 operating times in minutes.
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APPENDIX B : COMPUTzR PROGRAM 
PROGRAM FOR COMPUTING POSITION AND VELOCITY R.M.S.
 
ACODITIONAL OUTPUT : MISALIGNMENT ANGLES R.M.S.
 
DIMENSInN TI(S),Xit(SC)tX21(50X31(5OtX12|O),X22(5C),X3?(5I),V
 
111(50),V21 O(),V31(50),V12(50),V2?(5OI,V3?2(50)tX1l(50),XI32(50,X
 
213U5C) ,X23f5,C),X?3f(5t)) ,03(50),VI31(50),VIS2(50),VI33(5-),V?31
 
3(501,V232150),V233(50)
 
COMMnN A,B,Y28IYP(28),P,NtJ,NS
 
COMMON GRE,OX,O),ORX,ORZTRt,MOOE,PAS,EDSItEUIL(23),T
 
CnMMON CK(14)
 
READ 	AND WRITE DATA
 
RFAD (5,ll ALATIEPSIPAITFt)TWSENPUTPUIK,MOEMITOIEMA
 
loci FORMAT(FS.I,E8.%,F8.3E. ,F8.,E.3,I2,E8.3,131?,12)
 
RE=6366000.
 
G=9.8067
 
OIE=3.1416/430,
 
FCI=3.28084
 
FC2=1852.
 
AIAT=(3.1416/l8O.)*ALATI
 
I READ (5,10) AO,AR,OPTIOPT?,IPTI
 
1002 	FORMAT(SE8.3)
 
K=K+I
 
WRITE (6,1003) ALATI,EPSI,PAI,TF,DTW
 
1003 FnRMAT IHI,I2XI4HOPTIMUM MIXING//fI1X,IIHLATITUDF = F5.I,12X,THEP 
ISI = EII.4tI2X,6HPAS = EII.4,12X,95TF = FII.4//2OX,6HOTW = EIl.41 
IF (ALAT.EO.90.) Gn TO 22 
COMPUTE USEFUL TERMS
 
ALAT=(3.1416/1R .I*ALAT
 
OX=OIE*CJS( ALATI
 
fl=-flE*SIN(ALAT)
 
ORX=OXIRE
 
ORZ=3ZI/RE
 
TR=SINIALATI/(RE*COS(ALAT))
 
Q=AQ/(FCI*FCI)
 
R=AR/(FCI*FCI)
 
BEGIN EACH CASF ; WRITE INITIAL CONDITIONS
 
DO 35 MODEL=1,3
 
on 21 MODE=MODEMI,MODEMA
 
OPT=OPTI
 
2 PAS=PAI
 
A=i.
 
9=1.
 
TW=OTW
 
TM=OPT
 
TPU=TPUI
 
T=O.
 
WRITE (6,1004) AQAROPTMOOELMODE
 
1004 FnRMAT(IHI//12X,4HN = EIl.*4IAH(FEETI2/ISEC)3,12X,4HR = EII.4,1lH( 
IFFET)2*SEC,I2X,6HOPT = ElI.4,4H SEC//20X,8H4DDEL = 12,20X,THMODE 
7 12) 
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GO 	TO (3,4,9),MODEL
 
3 	N=6
 
A=O.
 
GO TO 6
 
4 	N=12
 
B=o.
 
Gn TO 6
 
5 N=28
 
.6 DO 7 1=1,28
 
Y(I =O.
 
7 SEUIL(I)=SE
 
GO TO (9,lO,0IJ,MODEL
 
9 WRITE (6,1005)
 
L005 	FORMAT(/2OX,4HT = ,20X,6HRMX = ,2nX,6HRVX = I/) 
WRITE (6,1009) T,Y(l),Y(2) 
GO TO 12 
1O 	WRITE (6,1006)
 
LO06 	FORMAT(IOX,4HT = ,2OX,6HRMX = ,20X,6HRVX = ,20X,6HRCY = /1 
WRITE (6,1010) TY(l),Y(5),Y(12) 
GO TO 12 
11 WRITE 16,1007)
 
L007 FORMAT(6X,4HT = ,IOX,6HRMX = ,8X,6HRMY = ,8X,6HRVX = ,8X,6HRVY I
 
18X,6HRCX = ,8X,6HRCY = ,8X,6HRCZ = /)
 
WRITE (6,1008) T,Y(1),Y(4),Y(2),Y(5),Y(9),Y(12),Y28)
 
CALL 	DIFF. EQUA. FOR INITIAL DERIV.
 
12 	M=O
 
CALL 	DAUX
 
CALL 	SUBROUTINE OF INTEGRATION
 
13 	CALL KUTAM-

IF (M.GE.50) GO TO 210
 
IF 	TEST SI CALLED TOO MANY TIMES ,NEXT CASE
 
IF 	(NS.GE.50) GO TO i
 
IF 	INTEGRATION STEP SIZE TOO LARGE,INITIAL VALUE
 
IF 	(PAS.GT.PAI) PAS=PAI
 
TEST 	ON FINAL TIME
 
IF 	(T-TF) 14,210,210
 
TEST ONTIME AND MODE TO CALL DISCRETE CASE COMPENSATION
 
14 	IF(T-TM.GE.O..AND.MODE.EQ.3) GO TO 36
 
GO TO 16
 
36 CALL UPDAT
 
IF (J.GE.5) GO TO 23
 
TM=TM+OPT
 
AUX. 	CALCULUS ;WRITE RESULTS
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16 	RMX=SQRT(Y(1))/FC2 
RVX=SQRT(Y( 23 I*FC1 
RMY=SQRT(Y(4))/FC2 
RVY=SQRT(Y( 51)*FCI 
RCX=SQRT(Y(9))*1000. 
RCY=SORT(Y(12) )*1000. 
RCZ=SQRT(ABS(Y(28 11*I000. 
IF 	NPUI= AND T.GE.TPU , 
IF 	(NPU.NE.13 GO TO 33
 
IF 	(T.LT.TPU) GO TO 33
 
M=M+1 
TPU=TPU+TPUI
 
TI(M)=T
 
GO TO (40,50960) 1MODEL
 
40 GO TO (41,42,43),MODE
 
41 X1(M)=RMX
 
VIIlM)=RVX
 
GO TO 33
 
42 X12(M)=RMX.
 
V12(M)=RVX 
GO TO 33
 
43 IF (OPT-OPT2) 431,432,433
 
431 	XI31AM)=RMX 
V131( M)=RVX 
GO TO 33 
432 	XI32CM)=RMX
 
V13.(M)=RVX
 
GO TO 33
 
433 	X133(M)=RMX 
V133( M)=RVX 
GO TO 33 
50 	GO TO (51v52v53bvMOOE
 
51 	X21(M)=RMX
 
V21(M)=RVX
 
GO TO 33
 
52 	X22(4)=RMX
 
V22(m)=RVX
 
GO TO 13
 
53 IF (OPT-OPT?) 531,532,533 
531 X?31(M)=RMX 
V231( M)=RVX 
GO TO 33 
532 	X?32(M)=RMX 
V232( M)=RVX 
Gn TO 33 
533 X233(MI=RMX" 
V233(M =RVX 
GO TO 33 
60 GO TO (61,62,33),MODE 
61 X31(M)=RMX 
V31 (M)=RVX 
GO TO 33 
62 X32(M)=RMX 
V32(C)=RVX 
PREPARE PUNCH
 
IF T.GE.TW , PRINT RESULTS 
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33 IF(T.LT.TW) GO TO 13
 
GO TO (18,19,34),MODEL
 
34 WRITE (6,1008) TRMXRMY,RVX,RVY,RCX,RCY,RCZ
 
1008 FORMAT(4XEII.4,3X,EI1.4,3X,EIl.4,3X,EII.4,3X,EII.4,3X,EII.4,3X,
 
IEII.4,3X,EIl.4)
 
TW=TW OTW
 
GO TO 13
 
a18 	IF (RMX.NE.RMY.fR.RVX.NE.RVY) GO TO 20
 
WRITE (6,1009) TtRMXRVX
 
1009 	FORMAT(18X,EII.4,13X,Ell.4,15X,EI1.4)
 
TW=TW+OTW
 
GO TO 13
 
19 	IF (RMX.NE.RMY.OR.RVX.NE.RVY) GO TO 20
 
WRITE (6,I010) T,RMX,RVX,RCY
 
1010 	FORMAT(8X,EII.4,13X,E11.4,15X,E1.4,15X,E1.4)
 
TW=TW+DTW
 
GO TO 13
 
20 WRITE (6,1011)
 
1011 FORMAT(5OX,24HCHANNELS NOT INDEPENDENT)
 
210 WRITE (6,2100) M
 
2100 FORMAT(2X,4HM = 13)
 
IF (MODE-2) 21,219214
 
214 IF (OPT-OPT2) 211i212,213
 
211 OPT=OPT2
 
GO TO 2
 
212 OPT=OPT3
 
GO TO 2
 
213 GO TO 35
 
21 CONTINUE
 
35 CONTINUE
 
IF 	NPU = I , NORMALIZE RESULTS OF EACH STEP 
IF 	(NPU.NE.I) GO TO 71
 
XMI=O. 
XM2=0.
 
VMI=O. 
VM2=O.
 
XM13=0.
 
XM23=0.
 
VM13=0.
 
VM23=0.
 
DO 100 M=1,50
 
EXI=AMAXI(XIl(M),X21(MlX31(M))
 
EX2=AMAXI(XI2(M),X22(M),X32(M))
 
EVI=AMAXI(VlI(MlV21(M),V31(M))
 
EV2=AMAX1(V12(M),V22(M),V32(M))
 
EX13=AMAX1IXI31(M),XX32(M),X133(M))
 
EX23=AMAXI(X231(M),X232(M|,X233(M))
 
EVI3=AMAXI(VI31(M),VI32(M ,VI33(M))
 
EV23=AMAXI(V231(M),V232(M),V233(M))
 
IF (EX1.GT.XM1) XMI=EXI
 
IF (EX2.GT.XM2) XM2=EX2
 
IF (EV1.GT.VMI) VMI=EVI
 
IF (EV2.GT.VM2 VM2=EV2
 
IF (EX13.GT.XM13) XMI3=EX13
 
IF (EX23.GT.XM23) XM23=EX23
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IF (EVl3.GT.VM13) VM13=EV13
 
IF (EV2t.GT.V23) VM23=EV93
 
10o CnNTINUE
 
n
O 101 M=1,90 
Xll(4)=Xll()/XM1
 
XI (m)=X2I(M)/X M I 
X'A(M)=X3I (M)/XMI
 
X12(M)=Xt2(M)/XM2
 
X?2(M)=X22(M)/XM2
 
X32(M)=X32(M)/XM2
 
VII(M)=VII(M)/VMI
 
V21{M)=V2( M)/VmI
 
V31(M)=V31(l)/VMI
 
V12(M)=V12( M)/VM2
 
V22(.M)=V22 M)/VM2
 
V32(M)=V32( M)/VM2
 
X131(M)=X]31(M)/XM13
 
X132( M)=X132(m) /XM 13
 
X133(M)=XI31(M)/XMI3
 
X31(M)=X31(M)/XM?3
 
X232(M)=X232(M)/XM23
 
X233(m)=X233(M)/XM23.
 
V131M)=VI31(M)/VMI3
 
V132(M)=VI32(M)/VMI3
 
V133(M)=V133 (M)/VM13
 
V231(M)=V231(M)/VM23
 
V232(M)=V232(M)/VM23
 
V?33(M)=V233(M)/VM23
 
101 CONTINUE
 
IF NPU = I , PUNCH RESULTS OF EACH STEP AND NORMALIZATION CONSTANTS 
PUNCH l020,K,AQ,AR 
100 FORMAT(5HCASE I2,2X,4HN = EI1.4,3X,4HR E1I.4) 
PUNCH 1021,OPTI,OPT2,0PT3 
1021 FORMAT(7HOPT1 = EII.4,3X,7HOPT2 = ElI.4,3X,7HOPT3 = E1l.4) 
PUNCH 1022,XMI,XM2,VMIVM2 
1022 rORMAT(6HXMI = Ell.4,6HXM2 = ElI.4,6HVM1 = EII.4,6HVM2 = EI1.4) 
PUNCH I023,XM13,XM23,VMI3,VM23 
1023 FORMAT(7HX'I3 = EII.4,7HXM23 = EII.4,VHVMI3 = EI1.4,THVM23 = EIl.4 
1) 
nn 102 M=1,50
 
PUNCH 1024,TI(M),XI1(M)bX21(M),X3ICM),XI2(M),X22CM),X32(M) ,VI(M),
 
IVI(i),V31(M),VI2(M),V22(M),V32(M),K,M
 
PUNCH 1024,TI(M),XI31(M),XI32(M),XI33(M)X231(M),X232(M),X233M),V
 
1131(M),VI32(M),V133(M),V231(M),V232(Ml,V233(M),K,M
 
1024 FORMAT(F6.C,12F5.3,6X,12,2X,13)
 
10? CnNTINUE
 
71 GO TO 1
 
22 WRITE (6,1012)
 
101? FCRMAT(25X,20HLATITUDE NOT ALLOWED)
 
23 WRITE (6,1013) MODELMODE
 
1013 	FORMAT(IOX,YHMODEL ,17,7H MODE ,12,10HIMPOSSIBLE)
 
STOP
 
END
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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SUBPCUT IKE EAUX 
DIMENSICN CT(28)
 
CCNNCN AEY(28),YP(2E),RNJNS
 
CCPFCN GgFECXCZGPXCR7vTRvCMCCEPASEPSISEUIL(213),T
 
COPPCN CK(14)
 
C=t*E
 
FREE SYSTEM EQUA.
 
YP(1)=2.*V(3)
 
YP(2)=2.*A*G*Y(11)+Q
 
YP(3)=Y(2)+t*G*Y(10)
 
YP(4)=2.* (6)
 
YP(5)=-2.4A*C*Y(8)+Q
 
YP(6)=Y(5)-t*G*Y(7)
 
IF (A.EQ.C.) GC TC ICI
 
YP(7)=Y(8)+F,ORZ*Y(13)+Y((z)/RE+B*CZ*Y(IS)
 
YP(E)=-G*V((3)+B*CPZ*Y(15)+Y(5)/RE+B*CZ*Y(20)
 
YP(S)=2.*E*ORZ*Y(17)+2.4Y(8)/RE+2.*B*CZ*Y(21)
 
YP(10)=Y(Il)-Y(3)/RE-B*OZ4Y(17)+B*OX*Y(22)
 
YP(11)=G*N(12)-Y(2)/FZE-E*CZ*Y(18)+E*CX'*Y(241
 
YP(12)=-2.*Y(11)/RE-2.*B*OZ*Y(2l)+2.*B*OX*V(27)
 
IF (E.EC.O.) GC TC 101
 
YP(13)=Y(14)+Y(15)
 
YP(14)=Y(16)4C-*Y(19)
 
YP(15)=N(I6)-G*Y(I7)
 
YP(1()=G*Y(2C)-G**Y(12)
 
YP(17)=Y(18)+ORZ*Y(I)+Y(15)/RE+OZ*Y(10)
 
YP(IE)=G*'t(21)+CPZ*Y(3)+Y(16)/RE+CZ*Y(11)
 
YP(19)=Y(20)-Y(14)/RE-OZ*Y(7)+OX*Y(23 )
 
YP(2C)=-G*Y(2l)-Y(16)/RE-CZ*Y(8)+GX*Y(25,)
 
YP(21)=OPZ*Y(IC)+Y(2C)/RE+OZ*Y(12)-Y(18)/RE-CZ*Y(9)+CX*Y(26)
 
YP(22)=Y(24)-ORX*Ytll-TR*Y(15)-OXOY(IC)
 
YP(23)= (25)-CFY*Y(13)-TR'4Y(6)-C-X*Y(19)
 
YP(24)=G*V(27)-nRX*Y(3)-TR*Y(16)-CN*Y(Il)
 
YP(21 )=-G*Y(26)-OPX*Y(15)!-TR*Y(,)-CX*Y(2C)
 
YP(26)=ORZ*'?(22)+Y(25)/RE+GZ*Y(27)-CRX*Y(17)-TR*Y(8)-CX*Y(21)
 
YP(27)=-Y(24)/RE-OZ*Y(26)+OX*Y(28)-ORX*Y(lC)-TR*Y(2C)-C X*Y(12)
 
'YP(28)=-2.*CPXIY(22)-2.*TR*Y(25)-2.*OX*Y(27)
 
101 IF (MCDE-2) IC5,IC2,IC5
 
CCNTINLOLS FILTER GAINS
 
102 CK (-],)=Y(l )IR 
CK(2)=N(4)/R
 
CK ( 3 )=Y(3 UR 
CK(4).=Y(6)/R
 
IF (A.EQ.C.) GO TC 1C6
 
CK(5)'=Yi7)/R
 
CK(6)=Y(10)/R
 
IF(B.EQ.G.) GO TO 106
 
CK17)=Y(13)/R
 
CK4E)=CK(7)
 
CK(c;)=Y(14)/R
 
CK110)=Y(15)/R
 
CKI 11 )=Y( 17) /R 
CK112)=Y(19)/R
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CK( 13)=Y.?)/P
 
CK(141=Y(23)/R
 
CONTINUOUS FILTER CCMPFNSATIIN TERMS
 
196 	CT(I)=(Y(I)*Y(I1+C*Y(13) *YIi)/R
 
CT(2)=(Y(3)*Y(3)+C*Y(14)*Y(14))/R

CT(3)=-(Y(I)t-Y(3)+C*Y(]3)*Y(14)}/R
 
CT(4)=(C*Y(13)*Y(13) Y(4)*Y(4))/R
 
CT(5)=(C*Y(15)4V(15)+Y(6)*Y(6) R
 
CT(6)=(C*Y(13)*Y(15)+Y(4) Y(6))/R
 
IF (A.EQ.0.) GO TO 103
 
CT(7)=(B*Y(13)*Y(17) Y(4)*Y(7))/R

CT(B)=(r YI15)*Y(17)+Y{6)*Y(7))/R
 
CT(9)=(B*Y(1T)*Y(17) Y(7)*Y(7))/R
 
CT(10)=(Y(l)*YCIO)+B*Y(1 )*Y(Iq))/R
 
CT(11)=(Y(3)Y(0)-i+*Y(14)tY(19))'/R
 
CT(12)=(Y(I)*Y(10)+f*Y(19)*Y(19))/R
 
IF (B.EQ.0.) GO TO 103
 
CT(1'3=(Y(1)*Y(13)+Y(13)*Y(4))/R
 
CT(14)=(Y(13)*Y(3)+Y(4)*Y(14))/R
 
CT(15)=(Y()*Y(15)+Y(1'3)*Y(6))/R
 
CT(16)=(Y(3)*Y(15)+Y(14)*Y(6))/R
 
CT(17)=(Y(1)*Y{17)+Y(13)*V(7))/R
 
CT(181=(Y(3)*Y(17)+Y(14)*YU7))/R
 
CT(1G)=(Y(15)*Y(10)Y(4)*Y(19))/R
 
CT(20)=(Y(15)*Y(10)+Y{6)*Y(19))/R
 
CT(?l)=(Y(l7)*Y(2)+Y{7)*Y(2))/R
 
CT(22)=(Y(1)*Y(22)+Y(13)*Y(23))/R
 
CT(23)=(Y(13)*Y(22)+Y(4)*Y(23))/R

CT(24)=(Y('i)*Y(22)+Y(14)*Y{23)}/R
 
CT(25)=(Y(15)*Y(22)+Y(6)*Y(23))/R
 
CT(26)=(Y(17)*Y(22)+Y(7)*Y(23))/R
 
CT(27)=(Y(10)J*Y(22+Y(1q)Y(23))/R
 
CT(28)=(Y(2?)*Y(22)+Y(23)*Y(23))/R
 
103 	DO 104 i=1,N
 
104 	YP(I)YP(I)-CT(I)
 
105 	RETURN
 
END
 
SUBROUTINE KUTAM
 
INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE; R.KUTTA 4 METHOD,CONTROLLED PRECISION
 
DIMENSION YO(28), YI(28), YP2(28), YP3(28), Y4(28)vY5(28)t DERIV(2
 
18)
 
COMMON A,R,Y(28),YP(28),R,N,J,NS
 
COMMON G,REOX,OZ,ORXORZ,TR,QMODEPASEPSISEUIL(28),T
 
LOGICAL S2
 
LfGICAL S
 
NS=O
 
NIT=I
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Or ?1 I=IN
 
YO(t)=Y(I)
 
25 DFRIV(1)=YP(I)
 
S2=.FALSF.
 
TO=T
 
5 HS=DAS/8.
 
H8=PAS*3./8.
 
HI5=PAS*1.5
 
H?3=OAS*2./.
 
Hfl=PA S*2.
 
H3=PAS/3.
 
H6=PAS/6.
 
H2=PAS/2.
 
INTEGRATION STEPS ; TEST ON POSITIVITY OF MEAN-SOUARED VALUES
 
DO 15 I=I,N
 
Yl(I)=YO(I}+DERIV(I)*PAS/3.
 
Y(I)=Yl(l)
 
15 CONTINUE
 
IF(SI(Y(I),Y(4),Y(2),Y(5)tY(9),Y(12),Y(?8))) GO TO 27
 
T=T0+H3
 
CALL DAUX
 
on 2 I=I,N
 
2 	Y(I)=YO(I)+H6*(DERIV(I)+YP(I))
 
IF(SI(Y(l),Y(4),Y(2),Y(5bY(9),Y(12),Y(28)) GO Tn 27
 
CALL DAUX
 
00 4 I=I,N
 
4 Y(II=YO(I)+HS*DERIV(I)+H38*YP(I)
 
O 6 I=1,N
 
6 YP2(1)=YP(I)
 
IF(SI(Y(1),Y(4),Y(2),Y(5),Y(9),Y(1'),Y(28))) GO TO 27
 
T=TO*H2
 
CALL DAUX
 
DO 7 I=I,N
 
YP3(1)=YP(I)
 
Y4(I)=YO(I)+H2*DERIV(I)-HI5*Y0 2(1)+YP'3(I)*HO
 
7 Y(I)=Y4(I)
 
IF(SI Y(I),Y(4),Y(2),Y(5),Y(9),Y(12),Y(28))) GO TO 27
 
T=TO+PAS
 
CALL DAUX
 
00 8 I=1,N
 
8 Y5(I)=YO(I)+H6*DERIV(I)+YP3(1)*H23+H6*YPII)
 
IF(SI(Y5(1),Y5(4),Y5(2),YS(5),YS(9),YS(12),Y5(28))" GO TO 27
 
NIT=NIT+1
 
IF (NIT-6) 22,23,23
 
23 WRITE (6,24) ER,Y5(lIY4(1)
 
24 FOR4AT(15X,6HP N R ,2X,3EI1.4)
 
GO TO 19
 
TEST ON PRECISION
 
22 E=O.
 
DO 9 I=I,N
 
ER=ABS(O.2*(Y5(I)-Y4CI))/AMAXI(ABS(Y5(I)),SEUIL(I)))
 
IF (ER.GT.E) E=ER
 
9 	CONTINUE
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IF (E-EPSI) 13,13,16
 
IF PRECISION NOT REACHEDSTED SIZE HALVED
 
16 PAS=H2
 
GO Tf 5
 
13 IF (64.*F-EPSI) l8,19,19
 
19 S2=.TRUE.
 
18 Dn z I=l,N
 
29 Y([)=Y5(I)
 
CALL DAUX
 
GO TO 26
 
27 NS=NS+1
 
WRITE (6,30) NS,T,Y(1),Y(2),Y(4),Y(5),Y(9),Y(12),Y(28)
 
30 FORMAT(14,2X,8EII.4)
 
IF POSITIVITY TEST CALLEO TOO MANY TIMES,STOP
 
IF (NS.GE.50) GO TO 21
 
PAS=PAS/2.
 
T=TO
 
GO TO 5
 
IF PRECISION EXCESSIVESTEP SIZE DOUBLED
 
26 IF(S2) GO TO 21
 
PAS=HD
 
21 RETURN
 
END
 
SUBROUTINE UPDAT
 
TO COMPUTE DISCRETE FILTER GAINS AND UPDATE COVARIANCE MATRIX
 
DIMENSION HK(U4)
 
COMMON A,BY(28),YP(28),RNJ,NS
 
DO 200 I=ll4
 
200 	HK(I)=O.

J=l
 
C=A*B
 
AKI=Y(1)4R
 
AK2=Y(4)+R
 
D=AKI*AK2-C*Y(13)*Y(13)
 
IF (0) 201,201,202
 
201 PRINT 1201
 
1201 FORMAT (25Xl5HINFINITE GAINS)
 
J=J+l
 
GO TO 204
 
DISCRETE FILTER GAINS
 
202 	HK(I)=(Y(1)*AK2-C*Y(13)*Y(13)f/D
 
HK(2)=(-C*Y(13)*Y(13)+Y(4)*AKI)/D
 
HK(3)=(Y(3)*AK2-C*Y(I.34*Y(14-)/D
 
HK(4)=(-C*Y(13)*Y(15)4Y(6)*AKI)/D
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IF (A.EQ.O.) GO TO 203
 
HK(5)=(-B*Y(13)*Y(171)Y(7)*AKl)/D
 
HK(6)=(Y(10*)AK2-R*Yf13)*Y(19))/D
 
IF (R.EQ.O.) GO TO 203
 
HK(7)=(-Y(1)*Y(13)+Y413)*AKII/D
 
HK(8)=(Y(13)*AK2-Y(13)*Y(4|fl
 
HK(9)=(-Y(13)*Y(3)+Y(14)*AKI)/D
 
HK(lO)=(Y(15)*AK2-Y(13)*Y(6))/D

HK(1I)=(Y(17)*AK2-Y(13)*Y(7))/D
 
HK(12)=(-Y(13)*Y(IO)+Y(19)*AKI)/D
 
HK(13)=(Y(22)*AK2-Y(13)*YU?3})/D
 
HK(14)=C-Y(13)*Y(22)+Y(23)*AKI)/D
 
UPDATE COVARIANCE MATRIX
 
203 	Y(1)=Y(l)-HK(1)*Y(1)-C*HK(7)*Y(13)
 
Y(2)=Y(2)-HK(3)*Y(3)-C*HK(9)*Y(14)
 
Y(3)=Y(3)-HK(1)3Y(3)-C*HK(7)*Y(14)
 
Y(4)=Y(4)-HK(2)*Y(4)-C*HK(8)*Y(13
 
Y(5)=Y(9)-HK(4)*Y(6)-C*HK(10)*Y(15)
 
Y(6)=Y(6)-HK(2)*Y(6)-C*HK(8)*Y(15)
 
IF 0.EQ.0.) GO TO 204
 
Y(7)=Y(7)-HK(2)*Y(7)-B*HK(8)*Y(17)
 
Y(8)=Y(8)-HK(4)*Y(7)-B*HK(10)*Y(17)
 
Y(9)=Y(9)-HK{5)*Y(71-B*HK(11)*Y(17)
 
Y(10)=Y(1O)-HK(I)*Y(10)-B*HK(7)*Y(19)
 
Y(1f)=Y(Il)-HK(3*Y(O--B*HK(9)*Y(19,
 
Y(12)=Y(12)-HK(6)*Y(10)-B*HK(12)*Y(19)
 
IF (.EQ.0.) GO TO 204
 
Y(13)=Y(13)-HK(1)*Y(13)-HK(7)*Y(4)
 
Y(14)=Y(14)-HK(2)*Y(14)-HK(8)*Y(3)
 
Y(15)=Y(15)-HK(1)*Y(15)-HK(7)*Y(6)
 
Y(16)=Y(16)-HK(3)*Y(15)-HK(9)*Y(6)
 
Y(17)=Y(18)-HK(1)*Y(17)-HK(7)*Y(7)

Y(18)=Y(18)-HK(3)*Y(1T)-HK19)*Y(7)
 
Y(19)=Y(l9)-HK(2)*Y(19)-HK(8)*Y(1O)
 
Y{20)=Y(20)-HK(4)*Y(19I-HK(10)*Y(O)
 
Y(21)=Y(21)-HK(5)*Y(19)-HK(11)*Y(IO)
 
Y(22)=Y(22)-HK(I)*Y(22)-HK(7)*Y(23)
 
Y(23)=Y(23)-HK(2)*Y(23)-HK(8)*Y(2?)
 
Y(24)=Y(24)-HK(3)*Y(22)-HK(9)*Y(23)
 
V(25)=Y(25)-HK(4)*Y(231-HK(10)*Y(22)
 
Y(26)=Y(26)-HK(5)*Y(23-4K(11)*Y(22)
 
Y(27)=Y{27)-HK(6)*Y(22)-HK(12)*Y(23)
 
Y(28)=Y(28)-HK(13)*Y(2?3-HK(14)*Y(23)
 
204 	CALL DAUX
 
RETURN
 
END
 
LnGICAL FUNCTION SI(A,B,C,D,E,FG)
 
TO CHECK IF THE DIAGONAL TERMS OF C1V. MATRIX ARE POSITIVE
 
IF (G.LT.O..AND.G.GT.-I.E-18) G=+O.O
 
S1=.FALSE.
 
IF(A.LT.O..OR.B.LT.O..OR.C.LT.O..OR.D.LT.O..nR.E.LT.O..OR.F.LT.O..
 
IOR.G.LT.0.) SI=.TRUE.
 
RETURN
 
END
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TO PLOT RMX AND RVX IN MODES It2 AND I WITH MODELS I ,2 
AND 3 DIFFERENT OPT 
DIMENSION TI(50),XJI(50),X21(50),X31(50),XI2(5OhX?2(50),X32(50),V
 
j11(5O),V?I( O),V31(50|,V2(50,V22(50I,V32(50I,Xl31(50,Xl32(50)tX
 
2133(50),X231(50),X232(70,X233(50),V131(50),VI32E50),V133(50),V231
 
3(50hV232(5O),V233(50)
 
COM4ON AQ,AROPTIOPT2,OPT3
 
CALL NEWPLT('M6175*'7312','WHITE *,'RLACKI)
 
READ 	THE MAX. NUMBER OF CASES TO BE PLOTTED
 
1010 	FORMAT(13)
 
READ (5,1010) K2
 
READ RESULTS OF THE PREVIOUS PROGRAM ON CARDS
 
CHECK THE ORDER OF THE CARDS
 
I READ (5,1020) KAQAR
 
1020 	FORMAT(5HCASE 12,2X,*4HN = ElI.4,3X,4HR = EII.4)
 
KI=K
 
READ (5,10213 OPTI,OPT2,CPT3
 
1021 	FORMAT(THOPTI = ElI.4,3X,7HOPT2 = E11.4,3X,THOPT3 = E1I.4)
 
OPTl=OPTI/60.
 
OPT2=OPT2/60.
 
OPT3=OPT3/60.
 
READ (591022) XMI,XM2,VMIVM7
 
1022 FORMAT(6HXMI = ElI.4,6HXM2 = E11.4,6HVMI = EII.4,6HVM2 = E11.4) 
READ (5,1023) XM13,XM23,VMI3,VM23 
1023 FORMAT(THXMI3 = EII.4,7HXM23 = E1L.4,THVMI3 = E1I.4,JHVM23 = E11.4 
1)
 
DO 1O0 M=1,50
 
READ (5,1024) TI(M),XI1(M),X21(M),X31(M4,X12VM),X22(M),X32(M),VII(
 
IMVV21(M),V31(M),VI2(M),V2,2(MiV32 MI,K,M1
 
IF (K.NE.KI.OR.MI.NE.M) GO TO I
 
READ (5,1024) TI(M),XlI3IMI,X132(M),XI33(M),X231(M),X232('4),X233(M
 
lh,Vl3l(M),V132(M),VI33(M)tV231(M),V232(MhV233(M),K,MI
 
IF (K.NE.Kl.CR.MI.NE.M) GO TO I
 
1024 FORMAT(F6.0,12F5.3,6X,12,2XI3)
 
100 CnNTINUE
 
COMPUTE REAL VALUES WITH THE NORMALIZATION CONSTANTS
 
DO 101 M=l,5C
 
IF(X2i(M).L.T.XM23) NPI=M+5
 
IF(V2I(M).LT.VM233 NP2=M+5
 
TI (M)=TI(M)/60.
 
XII(M)=XII(M)*XMI
 
X21(4)=X21|M)*XMI
 
X31(M)=X31(M)*XMI
 
X12(M)=XI2(MI*XM2.
 
X224M)=X22(M#*XM2
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X32(M)=X32(M)*XM2
 
VIIM)=VII( M)*VMI
 
V21(M )=V21(M)*VMI
 
V31(M)=V31( )*VMI
 
VI?(M)=VI2(M)*VM2
 
V22(1)=V22(MI*VM2
 
V32U4)V32(M)*VM2
 
X131(MI=X131(MI)*XML3
 
X132 M|=XI32(m)*XM13
 
X133(M)=X133UM)*XMI3
 
X231(M=X231(M)*XM23
 
X232(M)=X232(M)*XM23
 
X233(M)=X233(I)*XM23
 
V13I(M)=V31I(m)*VMI3
 
Vl32(M)=V132(M)*VMI3
 
V133(M)=VI33( M)*VMI3
 
V231(M)=V231(MI*VM23
 
V232(MI=V232(MI*VM23
 
101 V233(Mh=V233(m)*VM23
 
PLOT ALL THESE RESULTS
 
CALL IDENPL(1,0)
 
CALL PICTUR(6.94.,'T MINI,5,RMX',3,TIXI1,50,0.,KSTTX21,50,0.,K
 
lS,TI,X31,50,O.,KS)
 
CALL IDENPL(1,O)
 
CALL PICTUR(6.,j4.,'T MIN',5,'RVX,,TI,VlI,50,O.,KS,TI,V21,50,0.,K
 
IS,TIV31,50,O.,KS)
 
CALL IDENPL(3,I)
 
CALL PICTtIR(6.,4.9'T MIN',5,'RMX'X3,TIXI2,50,0.,KSTI,XI31,50,O.,
 
IKSTIXI32,50,0.,KSTIX133,50,o.,KS)
 
CALL IDENPL(3,LI
 
CALL PICTUR(6.,4.,'T MIN',5,'RVX'.3,TI VI2,50O.,KSTI,V131,50OO.
 
IKS,TT,VI32,50,0.,KS,TI,V133,50,O.,KS
 
CALL IDENPL(3,2)
 
CALL PICTUR(6.,4.,'T MIN',5,'RMX',3,TIX22?,50,0.,KSTIX231,50,0.
 
IKS,TI,X232,50,O.,KS,TIX233,50,0.,KS)
 
CALL IDENPL(,21
 
CALL PICTUR(6.,4.,'T MIN',5,'RVX',3,TI,V2?,50,O.,KS,TI,V231,50,0.,
 
IKSTI ,V232,50,0., KS, TI, V233,50,.0,KSI
 
DO 102 M=NPl,50
 
102 X21(M)=O.
 
DO 103 M=NP2,50
 
103 V21(M=O.
 
CALL IDENPL(0,2)
 
CALL PICTUR(6.,4.,'T MIN', ,'RMX',3,TI,X21,50,O.,KSTI,X2?,50,0.,K
 
ISTI,X233,50,0.,KSTI,X231,50,0.,KS)
 
CALL IDENPL(0,2)
 
CALL PICTUR(6.,4.,'T MIN,5,'RVX',3,TI,V21,50,O.,KSTI,V22,50,O.,K
 
ISTI,V233,50,O.,KSTI,V231,50,0.,KS)
 
IF NUMB. OF CASES PLOTTED = NUMB. DESIRED , STOP
 
IF (KI.EQ.K?) GO TO 2
 
GO TO I
 
2 CALL ENDPLT
 
STOP
 
END
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SUBROUTINE !DENPL(JL)
 
TO DRAW SOME IDENTIFICATION ON TOP OF EACH PLOT
 
COMMON AQAR,OPTIflPT2,OPT3
 
CALL PLfT1.S,3.25,-3)
 
CALL PLOT1CO.,0.75,-2)
 
CALL PLCTI(1.5,O.,-2.
 
CALL PLOTL(O.,-O.75,-2)
 
CALL PLOTI(-1.5,0.,-2)
 
IFIJ.NE.0 GO TO 2
 
CALL SYMBL5(O.IO.5t,.2,NODEL .,0.,+71
 
CALL NUMBRI(1.3,0.5, 2,L.O.,-1)
 
GO TO 3
 
2 CALL SYMBL(O.1,0.5,.2,'MODE
 
CALL NUMBR1(1.3,O.5,.2,J,0,v-I)
 
3 	CALL SYMBL5(O.05,O.2,.05,N = 1,0., 4)
 
CALL NUMBRI(O.2,0.2,. 1OAQ,0.v+2)
 
CALL SYMBLS(O.05,.05,.05,'R = 990.v 4)
 
CALL NUMBRI(O.2,.05,.1OAR,0.,0)
 
IF(J.EQ.O) GO TO 4
 
CALL SYMBL5(O.9,0.35,.05,'OPTI = 1,0.9 7)
 
CALL NUMBR1(.2;0.35,.IoOPTI*O.,+t)
 
CALL SYMBL5(O.9,0.2,.5,'0PT2 = 190.9 7)
 
CALL NUMBRI(I.2,0.2,.1O OPT2,0.,+I
 
4 CALL SYMBL5(O.9,0.05,.05,'OPT3 = ',0.,+71
 
CALL NUMAR1(1.2,O.05, 1.*0PT39O.,+1)
 
IF (L.EQ.O) GO TO 1
 
IF(J.EQ.O) GO TO 5
 
CALL SYMBL5.O5,.35,.O5,SMODEL = 1,0., 8)
 
CALL NUMqR1(O.50.35,.IO Lva.v-1,
 
GO TO I
 
5 	CALL SYMBLS(O.O5,.35,.1O,'MODE 1 2 3',0.,e1O)
 
I CALL PLOTI(-0.5,-3.25,-31
 
RETURN
 
END
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